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man and Italian training. Of the Ger-
man-American group, Keyser, of Balti-
more, is the most important. Howard
Roberts and Levi Warner were among1 the
first to display the French influence. Of
recent fame are Augustus Saint G-audens and
Daniel C. French, both masters of the art,
whose works have placed them in the front
rank of modern sculptors. Notable among
the works of French are the bronze statue
of Washington, executed as a gift of Amer-
ican citizens to France, and the bronze doors
of the Boston Public Library. Saint Gau-
dens' greatest works are the Shaw Memorial,
on the Boston Common, the bronze equestrian
statue of Sherman, at the principal entrance
of Central Park, New York, and the Lincoln
Statue in Chicago. See illustration, facing
-article lincoln, abraham.
Frederick MacMonnies, a pupil of Saint
Gaudens, achieved honor, both at home and
abroad. Herbert Adams, Partridge, Paul
Bartlett, Bitter, Niehaus, Rhind, Proctor,
Kemys, Barnard. Borghum, Mulligan and
Lorado Taft are among those who have re-
flected credit upon American sculpture with-
in recent years. On the whole, it may be
said of American sculpture that it has started
along a path which leads to works of per-
manent value, namely, independent and con-
sistent labor. It does not disregard the
classic forms, but it adds to them an indi-
viduality and flexibility which well represents
the free and vigorous characters of Amer-
ican life. Such buildings as the Library of
Congress at Washington and such decorative
achievements as the sculpture of recent ex-
positions testify both to the demand for good
art and the ability of American sculptors
to meet that demand.
The Study of Statuary in School. It is
much to the advantage of the school to have
one or more groups of statuary so placed
that they may be seen daily by all the pupils.
Excellent casts of the best works of the
great masters, both ancient and modern, can
be procured at such small cost as to make
it possible to procure these works of art
wherever a desire for them is awakened.
In giving lessons on statuary the teacher
will be aided by the following suggestions:
 1.	If possible, let the lessons be upon the
statue Instead of upon a photograph of it
However, it is better to give lessons upon
the photographs than not to give them at all.
 2.	Select   the   subject   with   care.    Some
people object to the nude in art, and if the
 lessons are to be successful with all pupils
these objections must be heeded. Remember
that the actions of children appeal to the
pupils, and so far as possible choose subjects
containing1 children.
 3.	If photos  must  be  used,   try  to  have
enough so that you can place a copy in the
hands of each member of the class.    It will
be well to distribute these pictures a day or
two before giving- the first lesson.
 4.	A  statue   requires   more   study  than   a
picture like that chosen for a picture study
lesson.   Therefore the statue needs more time
upon it.
 5.	At first select  only  the   most  striking
features.    As  the class  shows  the  ability  to
grasp details they can be introduced.
 6.	Make  the lesson short and  usually let
several   days   intervene   between   succeeding
lessons.    One or at the most two  lessons a
week are enough for subjects of this sort
 7.	"When  the  study is  completed,  require
the pupils in the older classes to write a de-
scription of the statue.   Pupils in the primary
grades  should  be  called   upon   to   give   oral
descriptions.
The Sun Vow. The Sun Voio, the work
of Hennon A. McNeil, is the embodiment of
a legend long standing among the American
Indians. According to this legend, -before a
youth could be recognized as a man and be
allowed to take his place among the warriors
of his tribe, he must shoot an arrow at the
sun as a test of his strength and skill. If
truly aimed and vigorously sped, the arrow
went far out of sight in the sun's rays and
the youth was deemed worthy. Otherwise
he remained longer with the squaws. The
group further represents age about to pass
from earth and youth about to enter upon
the activities of life. This idea is vividly
portrayed in the contrast of the figures of
the old chief and the boy.
All children are hero worshipers, and boys
especially like the heroic. Therefore the
group selected for our study will be of special
interest to them.
 1.	Make a careful study of the group and
determine what you wish to bring1 out in the
lessons before presenting the subject In class,
 2.	Introduce the lesson by telling the J^gend
upon which the work is based.   Ask the pupils
about such customs  of the  Indians   as  are
especially related to this legend, such as their
weapons  of warfare  and manner  of dress.
Bring out the fact that in some tribes chil*
dren and youths were often unclad.
 3.	Notice the perfect muscular development
In the youth.
Call attention to the position of the arm
and bow. Are these natural?
4.	It may lend interest to the study to have
some boys mak# a bow and arrow and let
members of the class take turns In

